Abstract-This paper considers the problem of rnultiport passive rietwark synthesis for a rational hounded real scatter in^ matrix S ( p ) using state-space ideas. The technique is to extract reactances from a network synthesizing the prescribed S ( p ) to yield a resistive coupling network that may contain transformers, resistors, and if there is no reciprocity constraint, gyrators. Here a minimum number of reactive elements are always sn5cient to give a synthesis, reciprocal and nonreciprocal.
In Youla and Tissi's paper [I] , a new approach is considered for the synthesis o f a passive n-port network %ith a rationa1 bounded realscattering matrix. Here a network N synthesizing a rational bounded real S(p) is regarded as a cascade connection of two networks N , @ i d M,, where NAv, is memoryless and may contain transfo&iw, resietom,'&d if ttiere i s no reciprocity constraint, gymtom; M, i s simply induotors and capacitors uncoupled fmm each other (see Fig. 1 ). Hence, we call the synthesis rneth4 a . reactance ..&xtraction synthesis. The number 5f ieaotive elements used is always a minimum, being the 8amc as "oe degree [8] of S(p). The synthesis procedure af [I] is not a t all simple; the process of bordering a certain matrix h t o a parauplitary matrix using the theory of Oono and Yasqswa 191 is necessary.
$n idis paper, the same technique of reactance extraction ipthesis is adopted. The method involves a more direct approach to soivkg the problem, .becaye here an algebrho criteriosfor discrete bounded real rational matrices (to be defined later) is developed, which finds immediate ipplication to the passive synthesis problem. Both the aonreeiprocal i n d t h e reci.procal synthesis use a minimal n u b e r o f reactive elements.
The state-space approach to network synthesis seem t o have originated with [I] . As remarked above, the bchirique of [I] for synthesizing a passive scattering matrix relied on application of some classical ideas, going beyond even the notion of a matrix spectral factorization. No proce6ure @odd be given for reciprocal syuthesis. >in I2J and 131, the impedance synthesis problem was considered, and the ex&& to which non-state-space ideas was wed was small. A certain matrix required for a coordinate basis change needed to be calculated, and one procedure suggested for this was spectral factorization. reciprocal problem to calculations independent of any classical notions while using minimal nuniber of reactances, and second, to present for the first time a reciprocal synthesis of a passive symmetric scattering matrix using a minimum number of reactances via state-space techniques.
REVIEW OF QTATE-SPACE DESCRIPTION
FOR RATIONAL MATRICES In [Ill, it is shown that any rational n X n matrix W(p) with W(m) finite possesses a decomposition of the form 
L U M P E~ PASSIVE SCATTERING SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
It is well known that any n X n scattering matrix S(p) that characterizes a linear, time-invariant, lumped, finite, passive n-port network is a real rational bounded real matrix, i.e., it satisfies the properties 181, S(p) has all elements analytic in Re p > 0 (2a)
where the superscript * denotes conjugzte and A > 0 
I -PJ = w;wo.
(34
The synthesis problem can be stated briefy as follows. Suppose given an n X n bounded real matrix S(p) (perhaps symmetric) together with n positive numbers [I41 r,,
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Fi. 1. Renetsnee extraction to obtain a resistive,mupliug network. 
(9)
Thus, to solve the reciprocal passive synthesis problem, we must decompose S(p) (after a chbnge of variable of (8)) in the form (9) such that S, as given by (7) satisfies the condition (4) and the symmetry requirement that S, = S:. To solve the equivalence problem of reciprocal passive synthesis, we must find all possible decomposition of S(p) such that the stated properties of the decomposition hold.
Evidently W(s) of (9) alwxys has W ( m ) finite. Examination of (9) reveals that one possible realization for W(s) in the sense of (1) in Section 11, is given by where IF, G, H , J1 = JzS,,, ZS:,, SL, Sn1,
.
.~ . .
thus If the resulting S. having the above normalization numbers is partitioned as:
Therefore, the symmetry condition and the passivity
and
(12) In conclusion, the passive reciprocal synthesis problem is solved if we can derive a minimal realization {F, G, H, J ) for W(s) such that (11) and (12) hold. Further, any passive reciprocal synthesis is such that the associated S. and M satisfy (11) and (12) and define a particular minimal realization of W(s).
I n the case of a nonreciprocal passive synthesis where gyrators are allowed, all reactances may be assumed inductive (or capacitive) [S] . The real constant scattering matrix S. for N , is generalized to with only one constraint that it satisfies the passivity condition of (4). Then instead of (9), W(s) now becomes Thus, one possible realization for W(s) in the sense of (I), is where M is defined in (10). Therefore, the passivity condition of (4) in terms of M is that of (11).
Hence, the passive nonreciprocal synthesis problem is solved if we derive a minimal realization (F, G, H, J ) for W(s) such that (11) holds. The equivalence problem (with minimal number of reactive elements) is solved if we can derive all minimal realizations such that (11) holds.
Now it is easy to verify that the above bilinear transformation (8) maps the imaginary axis of the complex p plane onto the boundary of the unit circle on the complex s plane with the left-half p plane corresponding to the interior of the unit circle on the s plane. Consequently, as the bounded real property of the matrix S(p) is defined in terms of certain properties holding in the right-half complex p plane, the bounded real nature of W(s) will be defined in terms of certain properties holding outside the unit circle of the complex s plane. It follou~s from (2) that the real rational matrix W(s) satisfies the conditions: entries of W(s) are analytic in Is1 2 1, (14a) Any real rational matrix W(s) satisfying the above conditions is termed "discrete bounded real." In analogy to the passive impedance synthesis procedures [?I-161, we shall examine the discrete bounded real property of W(s) in terms of the matrices F, G, H, J of a minimal realization of W(s); a particular state-space coordinate transformation Twill be obtained, such that the realization (TFT-', TG, (T-')'H, J ) has satisfying Thus, the passive nonreciprocal synthesis problem will be solved.
IV. ALGEBRAIC CRITERION FOR DISCRETE
BOUNDED REAL MATRICES The following lemma gives an interpretation in algebraic terms of the discrete bounded real conditions given in (14a) and (14h).
Lemma 2 
Proof-Necessity: A similar idea to that given in [15] is used here. Consider the bilinear transformation s = (p + l)/(p -1) of (8) mapping the unit circle in the complex s plane into the left-half complex p plane, the matrix W(s) is transformed into where It is easy to see that the above quantities are well defined, for W(s) is analytic on Is/ = 1, hence, F has no eigerivalue of unity and consequently, (F -I,)-' exists. Also it is clear that (17) defines a minimal realization of S(p) and S(p) is bounded real if, and onlyif, W(s) is discrete bounded real. Recalling Lemma 1, there exist real matrices P = P' > 0, E, and KT, such that
of reciprocity for the, moment) reduces to finding a nonsingular matrix T such that M , in (15a) satisfies (15b 
Theorem 1: Let IF, G, H, J] be a minimal realization Upon some manipulation, (18) reduces to (16) of a discrete bounded real W(s) with W(m) finite, and Suficiency: Here we need only to verify (14b). With let Q be a symmetric positive definite matrix, which the aid of (16a), it can be shown that together with certain matrices L and Wo satisfies (16). Suppose T is any nonsingular matrix satisfying (20);
P~oof: Define F, = TFT-', G, = TG, H: = H'T-', L: = LIT-'. Then (16) becomes On premultiplying by Gf(s*I, -F')-', postmultiplying by (sl, -F)-'G and using (16b) and (16c), the above F:F,
(214 equation after some manipulation, becomes
(214
The right-hand side is clearly nonnegative definite Her-I,-J'J -G:G, Discussion of how to compute all solutions of this inequality starting from one special solution satisfying the equality is given in [lo] . A solution satisfying the equality of the above quadratic matrix equation may be found using the method of [17] . There is, however, one problem here, that of requiring ( I -Pj) to be nonsingular. It turns out that this apparent^ difficulty can always be overcome by extracting suitable transformers, gyrators, along with a minimum number of capacitors and inductors in a similar fashion as that outlined in [7] . The calculations are simple.
With Lemma 2 in hnnd, we IIOTV turn bncli to tllc synthesis problem. Recall tlint, if IF, G, II, Jl is : I mir~in~al realization for W(s), the problem of findiug n p:lssive netxorlr synthesizing IV(s) or S ( p ) (omitting consideration To solve the reciprocal passive synthesis problem, the following results are necessary; the first (Lemma 3): in fact, gives the algebraic chnracterization of the symmetr.. property of a real rtitionnl matrix. 
Proof of Reciprocity Crmdition of (88) With Thcorems 1 and 2 in hand, the synthesis problem is solved. Unfortunately, space limitations preclude the presentation of an example.
VII. CONCLUSION
In classical scattering matrix synthesis methods, for example [S] , the Belevitch synthesis and the Oono-Yn-~u u r a synthesis, the key idea is to extract all resistive components to obtain a lossless coupling network. WiLh this approach, a synthesis that uses a minimal number of resistors is always possible.
In this paper, the approach makes use of the results of system theory on minimum state-space realizations. The technique is to extract reactances to yield a resistive coupling network. Here a minimum number of reactive elements is always sufficient to give a synthesis. Furthermore, in the nonreciprocal case wherr gyrators are allowed, one can find Q, L, and W , in (16) such that L has a minimum number of rows; in this case the synthesis achieved uses the minimal number of resistors also.
We conclude by mentioning an open problem. Though the minimal reactive element equivalence problem, as viewed in state-space terms, is essentially solved for nonreciprooal networks (by an algorithm presented elsewhere [lo] for obtaining all solutions of a quadratic matrix inequality), there still remains the equivalence problem for reciprocal networks. To be sure, one can examine all networks (reciprocal and nonreciprocal) equivalent to a prescribed reciprocal network and cast out the nonreciprocal networks; but a more satisfactory "solution" would be desirable.
